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Before humans created a predominantly open landscape, the primary natural habitats of 
bees were often sand dunes and dynamic floodplains. In our study wild bee communities 
on flood-prone meadows were compared with those on rarely inundated sites in the Donau-
Auen National Park. Flower-visiting bees were sampled on 32 meadows between April and 
August 2016. Altogether 92 wild bee species interacting with flowers of 62 plant species 
were recorded. Mowing activities and strongly related to that, abundance of feeding plants 
were the main drivers altering wild bee activity density and diversity. Interestingly, the flood-
ing regime had no significant impact on observed individual numbers and species accumu-
lation curves suggest that species richness was higher on meadows which are more regu-
larly flooded (Fig. 1). As a potential driver of this pattern, a significantly higher bee differen-
tiation diversity on annually flooded meadows could be identified. Since bees are predicted 
to be vulnerable to long-lasting soil wetness, it follows that bee assemblages must have 
recovered following the last unusually severe summer flood in 2013. To obtain further insight 
into the functional characteristics of the observed bee communities in relation to pollination, 
three network metrics, which were derived from a bipartite plant-bee interaction matrix, were 
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analyzed. None of the network indices was affected by the flood regime. Hence it is con-
cluded that, although floods may have strong effects on wild bee populations in the short 
term, stable and diverse bee communities are restored only after a few years. These find-
ings underline the exceptionally high value of floodplain areas as habitat for wild bees and 
reinforce earlier studies in which other insect groups seemed to show a low resistance but 
high resilience towards flooding. The observed resilience surely highly depends on the sur-
rounding landscape, which acts as a starting point for recolonization processes. Hence it is 
important to consider biodiversity on a landscape scale beyond the limits of the nature re-
serve. 
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Many insect species, including several wild bees, are difficult to identify using morphological 
characters. DNA barcoding, that is, the DNA sequence of a ca. 650 basepair fragment of 
the mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase I gene, is often used to aid identification of species. 
This approach is facilitated in Germany by the publication of a DNA barcode dataset of most 
German bees (Schmidt et al. 2015 Molecular Ecology Resources 15: 985-1000). Using ex-
amples from the genera Andrena, Bombus and Nomada, I show how useful DNA barcoding 
can be to recognise and separate among cryptic species. It is not, however, a panacea for 
all taxonomic difficulties. Therefore, at the same, I highlight some pitfalls and limitations in 
DNA barcoding for species identification. With additional sampling of bees, additional DNA 
barcoding and incorporation of other DNA-based methods, it is likely that additional cryptic 
species will be revealed in our fauna. 

 

Fig. 1.:  Sample site based (left) and individual based (right) randomized species accumulation 
curves of wild bee species numbers north (rarely inundated) and south (flood-prone) of 

the levee. The shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals. 
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